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Silicone
PLATING TOOLS 

Tools for Creative Plating

M35601 60° Angle

M35602 Comb

M35603 Saw Tooth

M35604 5mm Round Arch

M35605 3mm Lancet Arch

Color-coded brush head for easy identification of 
brush style480°F (250°C) Food-safe silicone brush head is 

flexible to keep perfect contact with plate

High temperature nylon handle is carefully 
tapered to allow for multiple gripping positions

Handle is textured for sure grip even with wet hands
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Color-coded tip matches the brush head for easy 
identification if brush head down in a water bath5
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SILICONE BRUSHES
Designed to be the ideal size with superior balance, these brushes are easy to work with and provide excellent control. Choose from 
5 different brush head shapes to get just the right pattern. Overall length: 75⁄8". Brush head width: 3⁄4"

480°F
250°C
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Sideview of 
silicone wedge

SILICONE WEDGES
Pliable, comfortable silicone makes using these 
tools a pleasure. Constructed from the ideal  
silicone material, providing the right amount of 
flexibility to keep the wedge tip firmly against the 
plating surface for precise lines and patterns.  
8 different patterns to choose from for tremendous 
flexibility. Dishwasher safe.

Overall dimensions: 33/4" x 21/2" 
Wedge tip width: 21/4"

M35606

3mm Graduated 
Lancet Arch

M35607 

Saw Tooth

M35608 
5mm  

Round Arch

M35609 
4mm  

Horseshoe Arch

M35610 

45° Angle

M35611 

Plain

M35613

5mm Square  
Notch - 5 Gaps

M35612

4mm Square 
Notch - 3 Gaps

Tapered end for more precise patterns

Color-coded for easy identification. Colors for patterns  
consistent for wedges and brushes

Food-safe silicone is heat resistant to 480°F (250°C)

Recessed thumb rest for comfortable grip  
and better control

Convenient hanging hole for storage and keeping  
together as a set
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21⁄4" width for broad patterns on plates or platters 6
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These innovative tools provide incredible 
artistic license to culinarians. A tremendous 
amount of research and testing was put 
into this line to achieve tools with ideal 
balance, precision, and usability. Tool 
shapes were carefully designed to provide 
variety, flexibility, and tasteful complements 
to dishes. Each tool has the exact degree 
of flexibility for clean lines and total control.


